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Abstract
Smart Antenna systems have received increasing interest recently as the de-
mands for good quality and latest value added services on the available wire-
less communication systems are increasing. There is an increase in demand
on mobile wireless operators to provide voice and high-speed data services
and to support more users in a single base station in order to reduce costs
for overall network and make the services affordable to subscribers. Smart
antenna technology offers a significant improved solution to reduce interfer-
ence levels and improve the capacity of the system. Although lot of study
has been done on smart antennas, adaptive methods are not specially em-
phasized and developed. Adaptive beamforming is used for desired signal
enhancement while suppressing interference at the output of an antenna ar-
ray. In this work, different types of optimization techniques are used to form
an adaptive system. Tuned LMS, Hybrid learning, RLS, harmony search
and modified harmony search are the algorithms used to detect the angle
of arrival and interference for multiple users. Comparative analysis of these
techniques is also performed. A very high performance Xilinx FPGA device
Virtex-5 XC5VSX50T is used. It generates multiple partial beams simulta-
neously using the oﬄine generated optimized weights from a 5 element and
10 element array and their summation gives the full beam. Using FPGA
virtex-5, optimized parameters from various adaptive algorithms are used to
generate output signals and to track multiple users at the same instant and
the results are observed in chipscope.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
In recent years,there has been a requirement of more efficient use of radio
spectrum. Smart antenna systems are capable of efficiently utilizing the
radio spectrum and are an effective solution to the present wireless systems
problems while achieving reliable and robust high speed, high data rate trans-
mission. Smart antennas are arrays employing a set of radiating elements .
The signals from these elements are combined to form a movable or switch-
able beam pattern that follows the desired user. The process of combining
the signals and then focusing the radiation in a particular direction is often
referred to as digital beamforming.The core of smart antenna is the adaptive
beam- forming algorithms in antenna array. Adaptive Beamforming tech-
nique achieve maximum reception in a specified direction by estimating the
signal arrival from a desired direction while signals of the same frequency
from other directions are rejected. There are several Adaptive beamforming
algorithms such as Tuned LMS, Hybrid learning algorithm, RLS, harmony
search and modified harmony search varying in complexity based on different
criteria for updating and computing the optimum weights. So it was not
popular in the past due to the expensive cost of computation power. How-
ever, intensive signal processing is no longer an issue with the availability of
low cost, extremely fast processors. It is more complicated when interfer-
1
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ence from other mobile occurs. Though smart antenna techniques are new
in the area of mobile communications, the technology itself was introduced
in 1960s. The advent of powerful, low-cost, digital processing components
and the development of software-based techniques has made smart antenna
systems a practical reality for cellular communications systems.
1.2 Literature Review
For improving the capacity of the base station in wireless communication we
need a antenna system which focus the radiated electromagnetic energy for
improving the gain pattern[1]. One of the antenna model which suits above
situation is Smart antenna. Main beam steering is not the only core technol-
ogy of smart antenna but it can effectively reduce the multi-path interference
and minimize the multi-path effect[2]. Different geometries of the adaptive
antenna or smart antenna array are mentioned by El Zooghby, Ahmed in
[3]. An array is analysed by considering the first element as the phase ref-
erence element. The objective function for the smart antenna synthesis is
formed by Zaharis, Zaharias D and Skeberis, Christos and Xenos, Thomas
D[4] .Successful design of smart antenna depends highly on the performance
of DOA estimation algorithm as well as beamforming algorithm is shown
and a systematic comparison of the performance of different DOA algorithm
like Barlett, Capon, MUSIC has been extensively studied by analyzing the
simulation result[5]. LMS incorporates an iterative procedure that makes
successive corrections to the weight vector in the direction of the negative
of the gradient vector which eventually leads to the minimum mean square
error. The performance of the traditional LMS algorithm for different pa-
rameters is analysed[6]. The result obtained can achieve faster convergence
and lower steady state error. Evaluation of the performance of LMS (Least
Mean Square) beamforming algorithm in the form of normalized array fac-
tor (NAF) and mean square error(MSE) by varying the number of elements
in the array and the placing between the sensor elements is done[7]. Re-
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cursive Least Square (RLS) adaptive algorithm was used to compute the
complex weights[8]. An artificial intelligence technique was used to optimize
the parameters used in the design of rectangular microstrip patch antennas.
This was achieved by using Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (AN-
FIS)[9]. This optimization method is simple, effective, and has low computer
memory usage. The behaviour of an antenna array is nonlinear in nature,
resulting in an extremely high complexity using this approach. A neural-
network-based solution was provided to avoid complexity[10] by establishing
a relation between the desired radiation patterns and feeding details such
as voltage and spacing in the real antenna array converting the real array
into a smart array.One of the recently developed evolutionary algorithm us-
ing the process of getting a perfect state of harmony by the musicians was
conceptualized. Geem developed a new harmony search (HS) meta-heuristic
algorithm that inspired from the musicians in 2001[11]. The harmony in
music is analogous to the optimization solution vector, and the musicians
improvisations are analogous to local and global search schemes in optimiza-
tion techniques. The HS algorithm does not require initial values for the
decision variables[12]. The HS algorithm has a novel stochastic derivative
(for discrete variable) based on musicians experience, rather than gradient
(for continuous variable) in differential calculus[13]. In optimization each de-
cision variable initially chooses any value within the possible range, together
making one solution vector. If all the values of decision variables make a
good solution, that experience is stored in each variables memory, and the
possibility of making a good solution is also increased next time. When a
musician improvises one pitch, he (or she) has to follow some rules[14]. In
HS, tuning of controlling parameters are very important to obtain the opti-
mal solution[15]. For the tuning of parameter some modifications has been
proposed. In 2007 a modification occurred in HS. In the modification in the
creation of new harmony is done. Lucas M. Pavelski extended the use of
HS to the multi-objectives[16]. A digital beam former was designed and im-
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plemented and an architecture was developed for 4/8/12/16 element phased
array radar[17]. This technique employed a very high performance FPGA
to handle large number of mathematical computations. After suitable filter-
ing, the channels are multiplied with RLS based optimized complex weights
to form partial beams. The prototype architecture employed pipelining and
parallelism techniques to generate multiple beams simultaneously from a 16
element array.
1.3 Objectives
The objective is to design the smart antenna array by employ ing five differ-
ent algorithms like Tuned LMS ,Hybrid learning,RLS, harmony search and
modified harmony search algorithm. Smart antennas are the antenna systems
which can steer the main beam towards the desired direction called direction
of arrival (DOA) and minimizing the intensity level at the interference angles.
Now the objective is viewed as two main constraints steering the direction of
arrival beam and other for minimizing the intensity at the interference level.
The objective function is formulated as an optimization task of the angle of
arrival (AOA) and other for angle of interference (AOI). Multiple number
of angle of arrivals and angle of interferences are also detected at the same
instant. In this project we are using FPGA Virtex-5 for this purpose.
This thesis work has following objectives as mentioned below:
• Modelling and formulation of Array Factor of linear antenna array
• Optimization of various system parameters using different algorithms.
To compare the algorithms on the basis of error and array factor values
• Implementing in VHDL for real time application using the optimized
parameters.
• Generating the output signals using fpga virtex-5 and observing the ar-
rival and interference values with respect to time.
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1.4 Thesis Organization
The organization of this thesis work is as follows:
• In chapter 2, a brief introduction of smart antenna systems with its types
is presented. Further,linear antenna array with its mathematical array
factor modelling is described. Also,implementation in FPGA device is
discussed.
• In Chapter 3,different algorithms used in this thesis is described in detail
with their mean square error and array factor curves.
• In Chapter 4,synthesis of linear antenna has been carried out and dif-
ferent algorithms are compared to obtain the best algorithm. Outputs
from FPGA device with hardware setup is also discussed here.
• In chapter 5,thesis is concluded. Also,limitations along with future scope
of this work is mentioned.
Chapter 2
SMART ANTENNA SYSTEMS
2.1 Antenna
An antenna is a device used for receiving or transmitting electromagnetic
energy. Antennas couple electromagnetic energy from one medium (space)
to another medium as wire, coaxial cable, or waveguide. Physical designs can
vary greatly. Antenna produces complex electromagnetic fields both near to
and far from antennas. Not all of the electromagnetic fields generated actually
radiated into space. Some of the fields remain in the vicinity of antenna and
are viewed as reactive near fields; much the same way as inductor or capacitor
is a reactive storage element in lumped element circuits.
2.2 Smart Antenna
Smart antenna systems unite antenna technology and other technologies like
digital signal processors. Smart antenna systems are providing higher rejec-
tion of interference,greater coverage area for each cell site, and substantial
capacity improvements. That can overcome high speed mobile communica-
tion problems such as limited channel bandwidth while satisfying the demand
for many users in a limited channel. In other words, such a system can au-
tomatically change the directionality of its radiation patterns in response to
its signal environment.
6
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2.3 Types of Smart Antenna Systems
Smart antenna systems are customarily categorized, however, as either switched
beam or adaptive array systems. The following are distinctions between the
two major categories of smart antennas regarding the choices in transmit
strategy: Switched beam. A finite number of fixed, predefined patterns or
combining strategies (sectors) Adaptive array. An infinite number of pat-
terns (scenario-based) that are adjusted in real time.
2.3.1 Switched Beam Antennas
Switched beam antenna systems form multiple fixed beams with height-
ened sensitivity in particular directions. These antenna systems detect sig-
nal strength, choose from one of several predetermined, fixed beams, and
switch from one beam to another as the mobile moves throughout the sector.
Switched beam systems combine the outputs of multiple antennas in such a
way as to form finely sectorized (directional) beams with more spatial selec-
tivity than can be achieved with conventional, single element approaches.
2.3.2 Adaptive Array Antennas
The most advanced smart antenna approach to date is Adaptive antenna
technology. Using a variety of new signal-processing algorithms, the adaptive
system takes advantage of its ability to effectively locate and track various
types of signals to dynamically minimize interference and maximize intended
signal reception. Both systems attempt to increase gain according to the
location of the user. However, only the adaptive system provides optimal
gain while simultaneously identifying, tracking, and minimizing interfering
signals.
2.4 Linear array
A linear arrangement shown in Fig.2.1 of N elements is considered which are
uniformly distributed separated by a distance d.
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Figure 2.1: Uniform Linear Array
The formulation of the array factor is as follow. The current density value
from the far field observation point is given by J(ξ, η, ζ). This current density
is a parameter distributed in all three axes as below
J(ξ, η, ζ) = Jx(ξ, η, ζ) + Jy(ξ, η, ζ) + Jz(ξ, η, ζ) (2.1)
where
Jx(ξ, η, ζ) = Jx(xi + ξi, yi + ηi, zi + ζi)
The current density given in Eq.2.1 is radiated for the complex excitation.
As the complex excitation changes the current density of the radiator will be
varied[18]. Since all the elements are assumed to be identical and similarly
oriented, the ratio of current density for the different complex excitations of
the radiator follows,
Jx(xi + ξi, yi + ηi, zi + ζi)
Jx(xj + ξj, yj + ηj, zj + ζj)
=
Ii
Ij
(2.2)
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With the aid of Eq.2.2 the far field equation with the linear arrangement over
a finite volume is given as
Aφ(θ, φ) =
N∑
i=0
∫
V 1
[− sinφJx(xi + ξi, yi + ηi, zi + ζi)+
cosφJx(xi + ξi, yi + ηi, zi + ζi)] exp
jkι, dξidηidζi
(2.3)
Aθ(θ, φ) =
N∑
i=0
∫
V 1
[cos θ cosφJx(xi + ξi, yi + ηi, zi + ζi)+
cos θ sinφJx(xi + ξi, yi + ηi, zi + ζi)] exp
jkι, dξidηidζi
(2.4)
Where
ι = ξ sin θ cosφ+ η sin θ sinφ+ cos θ
Considering the distance ri for the i
th element from the far field observing
point then the array factor for a linear field with field as above is
Aa(θ, φ) =
N∑
n=0
In
I0
expjkrn(cosα sin θ cosφ+cosβ sin θ sinφ+cos γ cos θ) (2.5)
2.5 Adaptive Antanna Array Modelling
2.5.1 Linear array modeling (Design Procedure)
Figure 2.2: Adaptive Linear Array of isotropic elements
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The Adaptive linear array itself clears the idea of adaptiveness. Weight esti-
mation block in Fig.2.2 updates the weights depending on the output.
A uniformly spaced linear array of N = 5 isotropic antenna elements spaced
a distance d = λ/2 in the X-axis can be depicted as:
a(θ) = [1 expjpi sin θ exp2jpi sin θ exp3jpi sin θ exp4jpi sin θ]
Parameter optimization:
1. LMS algorithm
2. Hybrid learning algorithm
3. RLS algorithm
4. Harmony search algorithm
5. Modified harmony search algorithm
2.5.2 Why FPGA
An FPGA based design is inherently parallel in nature. Different algorithm
sequences operates concurrently which will be mapped to different hardware
modules in a FPGA. The main reasons for choosing FPGA for generating
smart antenna beams are as given below.
1)Parallel operation
2)Speed of execution
3)Flexibility
4)Low power design
2.5.3 Implementation in FPGA device
Here, Xilinx FPGA device Virtex-5 XC5VSX50T is used. The architecture
generates multiple beams simultaneously from a 5 and 10 element array by
employing techniques of pipelining and parallelism . The weights are calcu-
lated by using different algorithms and stored in the memory of the FPGA.
For N number of beams, N different sets of sixteen weights are required. We
consider the weights are fixed and calculated oﬄine.Summation of all the
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partial beams gives the full beam.The regenerated signal can be formulated
as:
B(t) =
N∑
k=0
Sk(t) ∗Wk
where, N=Number of antenna elements,
S(t)= Received signal,
Wk=complex weight of kth element.
Chapter 3
BEAMFORMING ALGORITHMS
Adaptive Beamforming:
Adaptive Beamforming is a technique for controlling the direction of reception
or transmission of a signal on an array. A standard tool for analyzing the
performance of a beam-former is the response for a given N-by-1 weight vector
W (k) as function of θ, known as the beam response. This angular response
is computed for all possible angles.Various adaptive algorithms used in this
work are explained below:
3.1 TUNED LEAST MEAN SQUARE ALGORITHM
The least mean square algorithm is based on the use of instantaneous values
for cost function namely,
E(w) =
e2(n)
2
Where e(n) is the error signal measured at time n.
e(n) = d(n)− xnw(n)
We may formulate lms algorithm as follows:
w(n+ 1) = w(n) + ηx(n)e(n)
The feedback loop works like a low pass filter in LMS algorithm.The average
time constant of this filtering section is inversely proportional to learning
12
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Figure 3.1: Error plot for Tuned LMS algorithm (N=5)
rate parameter. Hence the adaptive process will progress slowly by assigning
small values to η[19].In tuned LMS,η is calculated using correlation matrix.
3.1.1 SIMULATION RESULTS OF TUNED LMS ALGORITHM
Simulation.I
Fig.3.1 shows the error plot for five elements using Tuned LMS algorithm.The
mean square value of error after 100 iterations is 0.736e-11 V.
Simulation.II
Fig.3.2 shows the error plot for ten elements using Tuned LMS algorithm.The
mean square value of error after 100 iterations is 0.438e-11 V.
Simulation.III
Fig.3.3 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using Tuned LMS algorithm. At aoa=400, we get array factor as -
0.0019db.At aoi=-400,we get array factor as -50.936db.
Simulation.IV
Fig.3.4 shows the array factor values in db for ten elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using Tuned LMS algorithm. At aoa=400, we get array factor as 0 db.At
aoi=-400,we get array factor as -60.477 db.
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Figure 3.2: Error plot for Tuned LMS algorithm (N=10)
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Figure 3.4: Array factor for Tuned LMS algorithm (N=10)
3.2 RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARE ALGORITHM
In recursive least-square (RLS) algorithm, the inverse correlation matrix is
computed directly. The recursive least-squares (RLS) algorithm has a dif-
ferent approach to carry out the adaptation. The sum of the squared errors
of different set of inputs is the subject of minimization instead of minimiz-
ing tne mean square error as in LMS algorithm.It requires reference signal
and correlation matrix information[20]. In RLS algorithm the weights[21] are
updated as follows:
w(k) = w(k − 1) + g(k)[d(k)− xH(k)w(k − 1)]
Where g(k) is the gain vector and it expressed as
g(k) = R−1xx (k)x(k)
where
Rkxx =
k∑
i=1
x(i)xH(i)
.
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Figure 3.5: Error plot for RLS algorithm (N=5)
3.2.1 SIMULATION RESULTS OF RLS ALGORITHM
Simulation.I
Fig.3.5 shows the error plot for five elements using RLS algorithm.The mean
square value of error after 100 iterations is 1.494e-11 V.
Simulation.II
Fig.3.6 shows the error plot for ten elements using RLS algorithm.The mean
square value of error after 100 iterations is 2.858e-11 V.
Simulation.III
Fig.3.7 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using RLS algorithm. At aoa=400, we get array factor as -0.0641 db.At
aoi=-400,we get array factor as -50.754 db.
Simulation.IV
Fig.3.8 shows the array factor values in db for ten elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using RLS algorithm. At aoa=400, we get array factor as 0 db.At aoi=-
400,we get array factor as -57.758 db.
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Figure 3.6: Error plot for RLS algorithm (N=10)
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3.3 ANFIS (HYBRID LEARNING ALGORITHM)
The ANFIS provides a representation of the prior knowledge into a set of con-
straints (network topology) to reduce the optimization search space based on
the fuzzy systems. An adaptive scheme is used for the fuzzy controlled para-
metric tuning based on the back-propagation mechanism popular in neural
networks. The architecture of the ANFIS is explained[22]
Consider an ANFIS structure with n=2 inputs [x1,k x2,k] and m=2 mem-
Figure 3.9: ANFIS Structure
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bership functions (bell type) for each input. Let N=4 rule nodes be generated
as depicted in the above figure. Hence there will be four sub-filter units in
layer 4. Each sub-filter is composed of linear parametersXj = [pj qj rj]
with 1<j<N . The output of the nodes in each layer may be given as follows:
Layer 1:
The nodes of this layer contain the linguistic variables associated with the
external input variables. The parameters of the membership functions (bell
functions) representing the linguistic variables, [ai,j bi,j ci,j] are adaptive.The
output of the nodes of this layer for an two inputs is given as:
µAk(xi,j) =
1
1 + (
xi,j−ci,j
ai,j
)2bi,j
where j=1,2;1<i<m,and k=0,1,2,...,P-1,for P patterns per epoch of training
data.
Layer 2:
This layer contains the fuzzy rule nodes which are implemented using the
fuzzy conjunction operator or prod(.) . The node output in this layer is
represented as:
wj = µA1(xk,1).µBk(xk,2)
Layer 3:
The nodes of this layer output the normalized output of the corresponding
node in layer 2.
Layer 4:
This layer contains a sub-filter corresponding to each rule node. The sub-
filter parameters [pj qj rj] are adaptive. The sub-filter operates as a linear
combiner where the inputs are scaled by the parameters of the sub-filter and
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finally added to give an output. The output of each sub-filter is expressed as
fiwi = (wixk,1).pi + (wixk,2).qi + (wi).ri
Layer 5:
This layer provides the network output which is expressed as the sum of the
node outputs in layer 4.
f =
∑
i fiwi∑
iwi
The ANFIS contains two layers (Layer 1 and Layer 4) of adaptive parame-
ters. A hybrid learning rule is applied to train the ANFIS since it is composed
of adaptive parameters belonging to two adaptive systems. The training is
accomplished in two passes namely, the forward pass and the backward pass.
In the forward pass the training data set (or epoch) is shown to the network
while keeping the fuzzy parameters (otherwise called premise parameters)
fixed. The error between the target value and the network output is cal-
culated for each ensemble of the epoch and the parameters of the sub-filter
(otherwise called consequent parameters) are updated recursively using the
method of least squares.
In the backward pass, the parameters of the sub-filter are kept fixed while
the parameters of the fuzzy membership functions are tuned using batch
backpropagation method. This is done by calculating the network error for
each pattern of the epoch and calculating the gradient of the output error
square with respect to the parameters (using the chain rule) which are to be
updated.
3.3.1 SIMULATION RESULTS OF HLA
Simulation.I
Fig.3.10 shows the error plot for five elements using hybrid learning algo-
rithm . Membership fuction used is bell function. Number of premise and
consequent parameters are 30 and 192 respectively. The mean square error
value after 100 iterations is 7.951e-04 V.
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Figure 3.10: Error plot for Hybrid learning algorithm (N=5)
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Figure 3.11: Error plot for Hybrid learning algorithm (N=10)
Simulation.II
Fig.3.11 shows the error plot for ten elements using hybrid learning algo-
rithm. The mean square error value after 100 iterations is 4.568e-04 V.
Simulation.III
Fig.3.12 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using HLA. At aoa=400, we get array factor as -0.0051 db.At aoi=-400,we
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Figure 3.12: Array factor for Hybrid learning algorithm (N=5)
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Figure 3.13: Array factor for Hybrid learning algorithm (N=10)
get array factor as -41.634 db.
Simulation.IV
Fig3.13 shows the array factor values in db for ten elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using HLA. At aoa=400, we get array factor as 0 db.At aoi=-400,we get
array factor as -28.201 db.
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3.4 HARMONY SEARCH
The HS is a met-heuristic algorithm which is inspired from the improvisation
of a musician.Specifically the process by which the musicians rapidly refine
their individual improvisation through variation resulting in an aesthetic har-
mony even if they have never played together. Here in our application each
users treated as a musician and each instruments pitch and range corre-
sponds to the bounds and constraints on the decision variable. The harmony
between the musicians is taken as results when the audience aesthetic appre-
ciation which is considered as cost function is in desired level. Every time
musicians seek harmony over time through small variation to get the best
cost[23].
When a decision variable chooses a value, it follows any one of three rules: (1)
choosing any one value from the HS memory, (2) choosing an adjacent value
of one value from the HS memory , and (3) choosing totally random value
from the possible value range . This three rules are effectively directed in
HS algorithm using two parameters, i.e., harmony memory considering rate
(HMCR) and pitch adjusting rate (PAR).
3.4.1 SIMULATION RESULTS OF HS
Simulation.I
Fig.3.14 shows the error plot for five elements using HS algorithm.The mean
square value of error after 100 iterations is 3.601e-05 V.
Simulation.II
Fig.3.15 shows the error plot for ten elements using HS algorithm.The mean
square value of error after 100 iterations is 2.691e-05 V.
Simulation.III
Fig.3.16 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using HS algorithm. At aoa=400, we get array factor as -0.1487 db.At
aoi=-400,we get array factor as -16.207 db.
Simulation.IV
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Input Parameters W =


w1,1 · · · w1,HMS
...
. . .
...
wN,1 · · · wN,HMS

, HMS, PAR, HMCR
Output parameter wo
Evaluate fitness F = fitness(W ), F =
[
f1 . . . fHMS
]
For iter < itermax
|
| if rand() < HMCR
| | Wn = rand(:,HMS)
| else
| | Wn = W (:, i), i=any random integer
| end
| | if rand() < PAR
| | Wn =Wn +BW
| | BW = generally range of adjustment
| else
| | Wn =Wn+ random pitch
| end
| Evaluate fitness Fn = fitness(Wn), F =
[
f1 . . . fHMS
]
| Wo =
{
Wn Fn < F
W otherwise
end
Table 3.1: HS PSEUDO Code
Parameter Description
N Number of Users
HMS Harmony Memory Size (50or100)
CR Considering Rate (0.77to0.99)
PAR Pitch Adjusting Rate (0.1to0.5)
ITERm Maximum Iterations
IT Current iteration value
RAND Random Variable Matrix
W Weight Matrix
Wn New Weight Matrix
F Fitness values
Fn New Fitness Value
Table 3.2: HS Parameter description
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Figure 3.14: Error plot for Harmony search (N=5)
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Figure 3.15: Error plot for Harmony search (N=10)
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Figure 3.16: Array factor for harmony search (N=5)
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Figure 3.17: Array factor for harmony search (N=10)
Fig.3.17 shows the array factor values in db for ten elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using HLA. At aoa=400, we get array factor as -0.157 db.At aoi=-400,we
get array factor as -14.684 db.
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Input Parameters W =


w1,1 · · · w1,HMS
...
. . .
...
wN,1 · · · wN,HMS

, HMS, PAR=FCM(0-0.5),
HMCR=FCM(0.7-0.99)
Output parameter wo
Evaluate fitness F = fitness(W ), F =
[
f1 . . . fHMS
]
For iter < itermax
|
| if rand() < HMCR
| | Wn = rand(:,HMS)
| else
| | Wn = W (:, i), i=any random integer
| end
| | if rand() < PAR
| | Wn =Wn +BW
| | BW = generally range of adjustment
| else
| | Wn =Wn+ random pitch
| end
| Evaluate fitness Fn = fitness(Wn), F =
[
f1 . . . fHMS
]
| Wo =
{
Wn Fn < F
W otherwise
| HMCR(it) = α− ( (β+HMCR(it−1))1000 ∗ it)
| PAR(it) = γ +
( (δ−PAR(it−1)
1000
∗it)
HMS
where α,β,γ,δ are constants ranging from 0 to 1.
end
Table 3.3: MHS PSEUDO Code
3.5 MODIFIED HARMONY SEARCH
In Harmony Search,two parameters which dictates most impact on the per-
formance of algorithm are HMCR and PAR.These parameters are introduced
to allow the solution escape from local optima and reach/drive towards the
global optimum prediction of the HS algorithm. Initially the values of HMCR
and PAR are considered with in the range. This selection of parameters is
purely random. In the Modified Harmony Search (MHS) the values of the
HMCR and PAR are tuned/updated. This updation is mathematically rep-
resented in the following equations.
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PROCESS HS MHS
size of populatioin (HMS) User defined user defined
Initial population (W ) Random Random
Considering Rate (HMCR) initially User defined Value find from
Fuzzy C-Mean clustering
Pitch Adjustment (PAR) initially User defined Value find from
Fuzzy C-Mean clustering
Considering Rate (HMCR) after one iteration Value fixed Value changes depending on
the its previous value
Pitch Adjustment (PAR) after one iteration Value fixed Value changes depending on
the its previous value
Table 3.4: Comparison and Difference between HS and MHS
HMCR(it) = α− (
(β +HMCR(it− 1))
1000
∗ it) (3.1)
PAR(it) = γ +
( (δ−PAR(it−1)1000 ∗ it)
HMS
(3.2)
In the above equations represents the current iteration value. From the above
equation it can be concluded that the updated value of the controlling param-
eters is dependent on the observed value in the previous iteration. Even this
improvement suffers an escape from the global optima due to random initial-
ization of the controlling parameters. This problem can be addressed with
the support of fuzzy logic rule for initial setting. Fuzzy C-mean Clustering
(FCM) is used for the initial selection of the control parameters. FCM will
cluster the samples over the given range and gives a single best cluster value
which is used as a initial set value for the HMCR and PAR. The pseudo code
and changes/modification in HS heading to a new improved HS is described
clearly.
3.5.1 SIMULATION RESULTS OF MHS
Simulation.I
Fig.3.18 shows the error plot for five elements using MHS algorithm.Themean
square value of error after 100 iterations is 2.225e-07 V.
Simulation.II
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Figure 3.18: Error plot for Modified harmony search (N=5)
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Figure 3.19: Error plot for Modified harmony search (N=10)
Fig.3.19 shows the error plot for ten elements using MHS algorithm.The mean
square value of error after 100 iterations is 1.712e-07 V.
Simulation.III
Fig.3.20 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using MHS algorithm. At aoa=400, we get array factor as -0.0823 db.At
aoi=-400,we get array factor as -11.067 db.
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Figure 3.20: Array factor for Modified harmony search (N=5)
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Figure 3.21: Array factor for Modified harmony search (N=10)
Simulation.IV
Fig.3.21 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using HLA. At aoa=400, we get array factor as -1.916 db.At aoi=-400,we
get array factor as -8.976 db.
Chapter 4
SMART ANTENNA SYNTHESIS WITH
RESULTS
The simulation results considering linear array geometry with aoa=400 and
aoi=-400 using Tuned LMS,RLS,HLA,HS and MHS are as follows:
Algorithm N Iterations Error (V) Array factor (db)
Best Worst AOA AOI
Tuned LMS 5 100 0.736e-11 0.278 -0.0019 -50.936
RLS 5 100 1.494e-11 0.234 -0.0641 -50.754
Hybrid Learning Algorithm 5 100 7.951e-04 0.0768 -0.0051 -41.634
HS 5 100 3.601e-05 7.25 -0.1487 -16.207
MHS 5 100 2.225e-07 14.711 -0.0823 -11.067
Table 4.1: Comparison between different algorithms (N=5)
Algorithm N Iterations Error (V) Array factor (db)
Best Worst AOA AOI
Tuned LMS 10 100 0.438e-11 0.137 0 -60.477
RLS 10 100 2.858e-11 0.109 0 -57.758
Hybrid Learning Algorithm 10 100 4.5e-04 0.103 0 -28.201
HS 10 100 2.691e-05 66.24 -0.157 -14.684
MHS 10 100 1.712e-07 250.67 -1.916 -8.976
Table 4.2: Comparison between different algorithms (N=10)
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Figure 4.1: Error plot for Tuned LMS,RLS and HLA (N=5)
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Figure 4.2: Error plot for HS and MHS (N=5)
4.1 Error plots
Simulation.I and II
Fig.4.1 and Fig.4.2shows the error plot for five elements using Tuned LMS,RLS,HLA,
HS and MHS for 100 iterations.Tuned LMS algorithm gives the best mean
square error value after 100 iterations as 0.736e-11 V .
Simulation.III and IV
Fig.4.3 and Fig.4.4 shows the error plot for ten elements using Tuned LMS,RLS,HLA,
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Figure 4.3: Error plot for Tuned LMS,RLS and HLA (N=10)
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Figure 4.4: Error plot for HS and MHS (N=10)
HS and MHS for 100 iterations.Here also, Tuned LMS algorithm gives the
best mean square error value after 100 iterations as 0.438e-11 V .
4.2 Regenerated signals
Simulation.I
Fig.4.5shows the regenerated signal for different algorithms when number of
array elements is 5.
Simulation.II
Fig.4.6 shows the regenerated signal for different algorithms when number of
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Figure 4.5: Regenerated signals for N=5
Figure 4.6: Regenerated signals for N=10
array elements is 10.
4.3 Array factor plots for single angle of arrival
Simulation.I
Fig.4.7 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using Tuned LMS,RLS,HLA,HS and MHS. For Tuned LMS algorithm,at
aoa=400, we get array factor as -0.0019b.At aoi=-400,we get array factor as
-50.936db.Comparing with other algorithms,Tuned LMS gives better array
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Figure 4.7: Array factor for different algorithms (N=5)
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Figure 4.8: Array factor for different algorithms (N=10)
factor values.
Simulation.II
Fig.4.8 shows the array factor values in db for ten elements at aoa=400,aoi=-
400 using Tuned LMS,RLS,HLA,HS and MHS. For Tuned LMS algorithm,at
aoa=400, we get array factor as 0db.At aoi=-400,we get array factor as -
60.477db.Comparing with other algorithms,Tuned LMS gives better array
factor values.
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Figure 4.9: Array factor for five angle of arrivals using Tuned LMS (N=5)
4.4 Array Factor plots for multiple angle of arrivals and interferences
4.4.1 Using Tuned LMS algorithm
Simulation.I
Fig.4.9 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at five angle
of arrival and interferences using Tuned LMS. At aoa=200,300,400,500,600,
we get array factor as -0.0115db, -0.0007db, -0.0019db, -0.0093db, -0.4515db
respectively.At aoi=-200,-300,-400,-500,-600,we get array factor as -53.556db,
-79.994db, -50.936db, -40.459db, -42.905db respectively.
Simulation.II
Fig.4.10 shows the array factor values in db for ten elements at five angle
of arrival and interferences using Tuned LMS. At aoa=200,300,400,500,600,
we get array factor as 0db, -0.0032db, 0db, 0db, 0db, respectively.At aoi=-
200,-300,-400,-500,-600,we get array factor as -65.187db, -40.208db,-60.477db,
-45.822db, -53.374 respectively.
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Figure 4.10: Array factor for five angle of arrivals using Tuned LMS (N=10)
4.4.2 Using RLS algorithm
Simulation.I
Fig.4.11 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at five an-
gle of arrival and interferences using RLS. At aoa=200,300,400,500,600, we
get array factor as -0.1117db, -0.0149db, -0.0641db, -0.0613db, -0.5471db
respectively.At aoi=-200,-300,-400,-500,-600,we get array factor as -50.562db,
-61.147db, -50.754db, -39.309db, -40.670db respectively.
Simulation.II
Fig.4.12 shows the array factor values in db for ten elements at five angle of
arrival and interferences using RLS. At aoa=200,300,400,500,600, we get ar-
ray factor as -0.0371db, -0.048db, 0db, 0db, -0.0043db respectively.At aoi=-
200,-300,-400,-500,-600,we get array factor as -60.304db, -36.743db, -57.758db,
-42.101db, -52.753db respectively.
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Figure 4.11: Array factor for five angle of arrivals using RLS (N=5)
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Figure 4.12: Array factor for five angle of arrivals using RLS (N=10)
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Figure 4.13: Array factor for five angle of arrivals using HLA (N=5)
4.4.3 Using Hybrid Learning Algorithm
Simulation.I
Fig.4.13 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at five an-
gle of arrival and interferences using HLA. At aoa=200,300,400,500,600, we
get array factor as -0.0711db, -0.0052db, -0.0051db, -0.0138db, -0.5023db re-
spectively.At aoi=-200,-300,-400,-500,-600, we get array factor as -37.597db,
-32.626db, -41.634db, -31.921db, -31.968db respectively.
Simulation.II
Fig.4.14 shows the array factor values in db for ten elements at five an-
gle of arrival and interferences using HLA. At aoa=200,300,400,500,600, we
get array factor as -0.0103db, -0.0368db, 0db, -0.0044db, 0db respectively.At
aoi=-200,-300,-400,-500,-600, we get array factor as -27.157db, -30.967db, -
28.201db, -41.064db, -38.605db respectively.
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Figure 4.14: Array factor for five angle of arrivals using HLA (N=10)
4.4.4 Using HS algorithm
Simulation.I
Fig.4.15 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at five an-
gle of arrival and interferences using HS. At aoa=200,300,400,500,600, we
get array factor as -0.9592db, -0.5976db, -0.1489db, -0.2063db, -0.6392db
respectively.At aoi=-200,-300,-400,-500,-600, we get array factor as -12.824db,
-14.635db, -16.207db, -18.341db, -5.937db respectively.
Simulation.II
Fig.4.16 shows the array factor values in db for ten elements at five angle of
arrival and interferences using HS. At aoa=200,300,400,500,600, we get array
factor as -0.0446db, -0.5976db, -0.157db, -0.819db, -0.253db respectively.At
aoi=-200,-300,-400,-500,-600, we get array factor as -14.810db, -19.635db, -
14.674db, -12.348db, -26.266db respectively.
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Figure 4.15: Array factor for five angle of arrivals using HS (N=5)
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Figure 4.16: Array factor for five angle of arrivals using HS (N=10)
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Figure 4.17: Array factor for five angle of arrivals using MHS (N=5)
4.4.5 Using MHS algorithm
Simulation.I
Fig.4.17 shows the array factor values in db for five elements at five an-
gle of arrival and interferences using MHS. At aoa=200,300,400,500,600, we
get array factor as -0.1012db, -0.0421db, -0.0823db, -0.9881db, -0.6189db
respectively.At aoi=-200,-300,-400,-500,-600,we get array factor as -14.124db,
-22.513db, -11.067db, -9.166db, -10.291db respectively.
Simulation.II
Fig.4.18 shows the array factor values in db for ten elements at five angle of
arrival and interferences using MHS. At aoa=200,300,400,500,600, we get array
factor as -0.0596db, -0.1477db, -1.916db, -0.0462db, -0.425db respectively.At
aoi=-200,-300,-400,-500,-600, we get array factor as -14.368db, -22.513db, -
8.976db, -12.312db, -19.943db respectively.
Table 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 shows array factor values in db for aoa=200,300,400,500,600
and aoi=-200,-300,-400,-500,-600, using different algorithms.Number of array
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Figure 4.18: Array factor for five angle of arrivals using MHS (N=10)
elements are also varied.From the above simulations using five different algo-
rithms we can conclude that Tuned LMS gives better array factor values for
all five angle of arrival and interferences considered..
Algorithm AOA (Array Factor in db)
200 300 400 500 600
Tuned LMS -0.0115 -0.0007 -0.0019 -0.0093 -0.4515
RLS -0.1117 -0.0149 -0.0641 -0.0613 -0.5471
HLA -0.0711 -0.0052 -0.0051 -0.0138 -0.5023
HS -0.9592 -0.5976 -0.1489 -0.2063 -0.6392
MHS -0.1012 -0.0421 -0.0823 -0.9881 -0.6189
Table 4.3: Comparison between different algorithms for multiple angle of arrivals (N=5)
Algorithms AOI (Array Factor in db)
-200 -300 -400 -500 -600
Tuned LMS -53.556 -79.994 -50.936 -40.459 -42.905
RLS -50.562 -61.147 -50.754 -39.309 -40.670
HLA -37.597 -32.626 -41.634 -31.921 -31.968
HS -12.824 -14.635 -16.207 -18.341 -5.937
MHS -14.124 -22.513 -11.067 -9.166 -10.291
Table 4.4: Comparison between different algorithms for multiple angle of interferences (N=5)
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Figure 4.19: Experimental setup for FPGA device
Algorithm AOA (Array Factor in db)
200 300 400 500 600
Tuned LMS 0 -0.0032 0 0 0
RLS -0.0371 -0.048 0 0 -0.0043
HLA -0.0103 -0.0368 0 -0.0044 0
HS -0.0446 -0.5976 -0.157 -0.819 -0.253
MHS -0.0596 -0.1477 -1.916 -0.0462 -0.425
Table 4.5: Comparison between different algorithms for multiple angle of arrivals (N=10)
Algorithm AOI (Array Factor in db)
-200 -300 -400 -500 -600
Tuned LMS -65.187 -40.208 -60.477 -45.822 -53.374
RLS -60.304 -36.743 -57.758 -42.101 -52.753
HLA -27.157 -30.967 -28.201 -41.064 -38.605
HS -14.810 -19.635 -14.674 -12.348 -26.266
MHS -14.368 -22.513 -8.976 -12.312 -19.943
Table 4.6: Comparison between different algorithms for multiple angle of interferences (N=10)
4.5 Experimental Setup
Fig.4.19 shows the experimental setup for fpga device. As shown in fig.4.19,
Fpga device is connected to system using Xilinx platform USB cable.The
programming file generated is used to configure the FPGA device.chipscope
pro analyzer is utilized to observe the output waveforms in chipscope.
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Figure 4.20: Array factor vs AOA for three AOA and AOI
4.6 Results captured on chipscope
VIRTEX-V FPGA is used to generate multiple beams.The results are taken
through chipscope.Angle is varied and array factor values are calculated at
different instant of time.Here,array factor values with respect to time is plot-
ted using chipscope.
Result.I
Array factor for aoa=200,300,400 and aoi=-200,-300,-400 with respect to time
is shown in Fig.4.21 and with respect to AOA is shown in Fig.4.20.
Result.II
Array factor for aoa=200,300,400,500 and aoi=-200,-300,-400,-500 with respect
to time is shown in Fig.4.23 and with respect to AOA is shown in Fig.4.22.
Result.III
Array factor for aoa=200,300,400,500,600 and aoi=-200,-300,-400,-500,-600 with
respect to time is shown in Fig.4.25 and with respect to AOA is shown in
Fig.4.24.From fig.4.25 we observe that all angle of arrival and interferences
occur at the same instant.
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Figure 4.21: Chipscope output on VIRTEX-V FPGA for three angle of arrival and interferences
Figure 4.22: Array factor vs AOA for four AOA and AOI
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Figure 4.23: Chipscope output on VIRTEX-V FPGA for four angle of arrival and interferences
Figure 4.24: Array factor vs AOA for five AOA and AOI
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Figure 4.25: Chipscope output on VIRTEX-V FPGA for five angle of arrival and interferences
Chapter 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Smart antenna systems are the systems in which the main beam is steered
to the angle of direction and suppress the intensity level at the interference
angles. In this work smart antenna system is designed and adapted using
intelligent techniques for multiple arrivals and multiple interferences. The
adaptive algorithms used are Tuned LMS,RLS,HLA,HS and MHS. The fol-
lowing conclusions can be drawn based on the simulation results of these
techniques.
5.1 Conclusion
• In this thesis adaptive beam forming for linear geometry using different
algorithms (Tuned LMS,RLS,HLA,HS and MHS) for a multiple objective
function is considered.
• The evolutionary techniques used here are remodeled, establishing the
analogy between the bio-inspired parameters and the antenna parame-
ters.
• Different case studies including single and multiple arrival and interfer-
ences for multi-user concludes that Tuned LMS technique works better
for the considered objectives. Using Tuned LMS technique both mean
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square error and array factor value obtained are better then other algo-
rithms.
• The performance of MHS is better than that of HS in terms of mean
square error value.
• Another conclusion can be drawn based on algorithm parametric com-
plexity which also portraits Tuned LMS as a better technique over other
techniques.
• An attempt is made to improvise the technicality of HS and boost up its
performance.
• A Neuro-Fuzzy approach has been used using hybrid learning algorithm
(LSM and Backpropagation).
5.2 Limitations and Future Scope
• Through out the work the mutual coupling between the antenna array
elements is neglected.
• Smart antenna array geometries are limited to only linear shapes.Different
geometries can be considered for optimization.
• A neuro-fuzzy approach can be experimented to set initial parameters of
MHS.
• Identical antenna elements are used in the array which can be changed.
• A lot of scope for the development of algorithms.Many different evolu-
tionary algorithms can be experimented for better optimization.
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